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THE
EVOLVING
ROLE
of CFOs among
Manufacturers and
Distributors

How data technologies help B2B
financial leaders connect with
operational decision making,
visibility, and oversight

INTRODUCTION
Access to B2B-related data is improving, making
data-driven decisions and awareness across each
organisation widespread. As this awareness drives
upward towards CFOs, they are becoming more
involved in business processes across the
organisation and making practical decisions about
the operational futures of their companies.
While the core responsibilities of the CFO remain
the same, CFOs and other C-Suite executives
are driving business value with more agile,
results-based decision making fueled by greater
access to data and greater visibility into other
departments. As they continue to become
more technology inclined, CFOs are influencing
functional developments across the organisation.
In this B2B Online report, we explore how those
factors contribute to more innovative business
models as part of the overarching financial
responsibilities inherent to the traditional role
of the CFO. Complete with planning attributes,
system knowledge, resource management, and
staff efficiency attributes, these leaders are
responding with more detailed involvement,
delegation, and interactivity.

“Data savviness is now an
additional responsibility. It’s
highly important to transform
the numbers collected into
actionable items rather than
just collecting them, taking
longer to process them, and
just publish[ing] them.”
C-Suite Executive,
Enterprise Manufacturer
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KEY FINDINGS
98%

of survey respondents are C-Suite executives
(82%) and vice presidents of finance (16%). One
percent are finance executives and 1% are among
finance department leadership.

83%
of respondents believe access to data in their
organisation is improving, increasing awareness
and data-driven decisions among
their leadership.

81%
of respondents claim they have increasingly (57%)
or entirely (24%) achieved direct oversight and
influence over decision-making processes, and
90% of respondents believe they are directly
driving business value in key departments.

50%
of respondents believe CFOs must make the most
progress in their role as ‘The Leader,’ executing
growth strategies and building financial models
that drive success.

90% of respondents
believe they are directly
driving business value
in key departments.
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ABOUT THE STUDY
What is your company’s annual revenue?
23% 	$2 million –
$20 million
46% 	$20 million –
$100 million
30% 	$100 million –
$200 million

What type of company do you represent?

51%

Manufacturer

49%
Distributor

1% 	>$200 million

Respondents to the survey are nearly evenly
divided in terms of representing manufacturers
(51%) and distributors (49%).
What is your role?
82% C-Suite

All sizes of manufacturers
and distributors are
represented in the study in
terms of annual revenue.

16% 	V ice President,
Finance
1% 	Executive, Finance
1% 	Departmental
Leadership, Finance

Researchers targeted only top financial leadership
figures in their investigation of their evolving roles.
A considerable majority (82%) of respondents
are C-suite executives, including CFOs and
others. Sixteen percent of respondents are
vice presidents of finance, and 1% are finance
executives or finance department leadership, in
each case.
All sizes of manufacturers and distributors are
represented in the study in terms of annual
revenue. 23% of the manufacturers and distributors
in the study have $2 million to $20 million in annual
revenue. Almost half (46%) have from $20 million
to $100 million in annual revenue. Most remaining
companies have $100 million to $200 million (30%)
or more than $200 million (1%) in annual revenue.
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IMPROVING LEADERSHIP
WITH DATA ACCESS
“We have to participate in
next generation analytics.
There is a responsibility to
understand the mannerism in
which these new algorithms
or analytics work so that
our strategies are formed
based on the information
provided by them.”
C-Suite Executive,
Small- to Medium-Sized
Manufacturer

CFOs and other leaders are utilising a more
practical approach in their decision making
as a direct result of data availability. Data
access creates a web of functionalities and
responsibilities, such as specific development,
individual product ranges, and measures, thus
enabling the financial department to consult and
provide valuable feedback for any modifications.
Now, the duty of guarding data integrity is one in
which even CFOs need to participate.
Have you found that access to data in
your organisation is improving, increasing
awareness and data-driven decisions among
your leadership?

83%
Yes

17%
No

83% of respondents believe access to data in
their organisation is improving, i.e. increasing
awareness and data-driven decisions among their
leadership. Only 17% do not.
Improvement of data access has created
opportunities wherein CFOs can now initiate new
processes that drive favourable returns. According
to respondents, this is now a major responsibility
that comes with better data management.
To facilitate the type of data access that can help
them deliver on this new responsibility, it is now
more important than ever for CFOs to partner with
a technology platform that provides real-time
insights, reporting, and analytics in intuitive
formats, such as dashboards and dynamic
graphical interfaces.
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In which of the following roles does your
CFO need to make the greatest progress?
The Leader – execute growth strategies and build
financial models that drive success

50%

The Steward – maintain a holistic, real-time view of
risks, and maintain a cost-effective organisation

23%
The Catalyst – provide financial perspectives to
managers so they can make more effective business
decisions

20%

The Strategist – control strategic activities while
delegating low-level, yet critical, finance functions

7%

As a result, consistent data is now a required condition
among company leadership. According to respondents,
with a lack of consistent data, they could provide
misleading information which will lead to operational
consequences. For some companies, it has become the
financial department’s duty to provide accurate data itself
so that it can be used to report on all key performance
indicators (KPIs).
Increasingly, financial departments need a system with
built-in reporting that delivers KPI data consistently and
accurately.
Even as executives’ access to data becomes the norm,
respondents highlight the importance of the CFO’s role
in strategy, maintaining financial discipline, and
enhancing the integrity of the organisation overall.
Specifically, 50% of respondents believe CFOs must
continue to make progress in their role as ‘The Leader,’
executing growth strategies and building financial
models that drive success. Utilising a single, unified
system is one way CFOs can provide themselves with
better insight into operations across departments. This
type of visibility is critical for helping organisations grow.
The remaining leadership characteristics score much
lower in terms of priority among respondents. Less than
half as many respondents believe CFOs need to make
more progress maintaining a holistic, real-time view of
risks, and maintaining a cost-effective organisation.

“[As a CFO], an opportunity
has arisen… to participate
in providing access to
data and what ideas come
from the bright minds of
the organis ation, further
analysing these ideas and
implementing the best
one in the interest of the
company and its budget.”

Twenty percent believe CFOs must provide financial
perspectives to managers so they can make more
effective business decisions. With better data access
standards, CFOs will take on more of these
responsibilities, especially as they pertain to budget and
financing in relation to assessment, investments, and
ultimately execution.
Finally, 7% believe their CFOs must improve how they
control strategic activities while delegating low-level, yet
critical, financial functions. According to one C-Suite
executive, there will be deviations from CFOs’ traditional
leadership positions with more involvement in other
departments and meeting goals through teamwork
rather than delegation.
CFOs that rely on legacy or disparate systems lack the
means to effectively delegate financial functions and
collaborate with their colleagues in other departments.
Instead, CFOs need systems that give them a clear
understanding of data from their own department, as
well as others.

C-Suite Executive,
Mid-Market Distributor
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GREATER INVOLVEMENT IN
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION MAKING
To what degree is data empowering you
and your company’s leadership to become
more involved in processes and strategic
decisions (i.e. beyond accounting)?
Entirely – I have achieved direct oversight and
influence over decision-making processes
24%
Increasingly – I am developing greater oversight
and influence over decision-making processes
57%
Not Enough – We are working on these changes
but we have no real results at this time
18%
Negligible – We have yet to make any
meaningful efforts in this area
1%

Technological changes and greater data
consistency from all sectors of the organisation
will make decision making more agile. The
responsibility of decision making will become
more straightforward as a result of that data
and empower executives to dive deeper into
operational aspects of the organisation.
In fact, 81% of respondents claim they have
increasingly (57%) or entirely (24%) achieved
direct oversight and influence over decisionmaking processes, empowering themselves
and other leaders to become more involved in
strategic planning.
Fewer respondents (18%) believe they have not
done enough to empower themselves, claiming
they are working on these changes but they have
no real results at this time. Only 1% claim they
have made no meaningful efforts to become more
involved in processes and strategic decisions.
As we will find, half of respondents believe the
support they receive from their existing analytics
technology in terms of visibility, oversight, and
involvement in decision making is either in need
of improvement (47%) or poor (3%). As a result,
organisations will need to invest in technology
that gives them better visibility into their entire
organisation, enabling the most effective decision
making possible.

“CFO’s need to adapt to
new applications, [then]
trust them and the
principles that are followed
by the platform—even if it’s
against his [or her] policies
and finance principles.”

Educating the C-Suite on data and technology
literacy is one way to increase both the visibility
and security of high-level data. Cloud-based
technologies, equipped with standardised and
easy-to-navigate dashboards, will be essential for
empowering leaders with the insights they need to
make key strategic decisions moving forward.

C-Suite Executive,
Mid-Market Distributor
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH DEPARTMENTS
AND THEIR FUNCTIONS
How would you describe your relationship
with one or more of your key departments?
True
False
I’m directly driving business value in
these department(s)

90%

10%

I never feel blind or excluded from any
key decisions
88%

12%

I’m looped in on broader decisions and issues,
whether or not I’m the decision maker
87%

13%

I have ownership and visibility of the
department(s) with which I align
77%

23%

I’m able to engage in more agile, results-based
decision making within these department(s)
74%

26%

As CFOs and other leaders gain new strategic
responsibilities, they’ll need to gain knowledge of not just
their organisations’ financial operations, but also
the operations of other departments. Obtaining these
insights will require them to forge new relationships with
department heads and monitor a broad range of new data.
Researchers sought to investigate how CFOs within
manufacturing and distribution organisations currently
characterise their ability to make decisions based on their
interdepartmental relationships.
In each case, a majority of respondents feel confident
in their abilities to engage in more agile, results-based
decision making and carry out time-efficient methods to
become involved in decision-making directly.
Company leaders feel confident in their abilities based on
their relationships with one or more key departments. For
over 75%, this includes being aware of and included in
key decisions, involved in communications about broader
decisions and issues, and maintaining ownership and
visibility of their departments.

I have time-efficient ways to become involved
in decision-making directly
39%

61%

I can make strategic decisions about
technology adoption in these department(s)
53%
47%

“The [executive’s] personal position has
moved from a financial one to a more
coordinated role, with required knowledge
of not only leadership, but also IT functions
that are applied in finance [and] their impact
on other departments and audiences.”
VP Finance,
Small- to Medium-Sized Manufacturer
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But while 90% of respondents believe they
are directly driving business value in key
departments, almost half (47%) cannot make
strategic decisions about technology adoption
in those same departments.
As one C-Suite executive notes, the speed at
which technology is evolving requires business
leadership to create the proper atmosphere
for any changes and ensure employees have
the requisite skills when new technologies
are needed. Even as nearly half of companies
struggle with technology adoption, most
manufacturers and distributors are realising the
direct financial benefits of data technologies
driven by automation.

“With the importance [of]
data management and
structured systems all across
the organis ation, my position

To increase adoption, more companies must turn
to cloud-based data technologies. Integrated
ERP systems are some of the most impactful
cloud-based technologies in this regard, as they
facilitate interdepartmental collaboration and
grant decision makers visibility into key data
across departments—including sales, inventory
management, warehouse, and Ecommerce—in
addition to the finance department.

now also involves [a] proper
grasp of new technology,
efficiency levels of the same,
and making sure they are
implemented.”
C-Suite Executive,
Mid-Market Distributor
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DRIVING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
THROUGH AUTOMATION
“Making decisions at
the right time is now a
possibility due to data
automation. CFOs now
have to time the decisions
they take accurately
based on this technology.”
C-Suite Executive,
Enterprise Distributor

Researchers took a closer look at technology adoption in
B2B companies’ supply chains, where over half are achieving
their goals via automation. Data automation enables CFOs
to make timely, accurate decisions as they transition from
traditional accounting and financial principles to new,
streamlined procedures.
A majority of respondents either successfully use supply
chain automation to keep track of suppliers and identify the
right ones for their goals (52%) or they are achieving
a leading edge in their industry in this way (9%). For one
company, data automation has eliminated certain interim
processes within their financial streams, allowing them to
successfully reorganise and downsize certain operations.
Most other companies (39%) have not launched supply chain
automation, nor are they meeting their goals. Twenty-nine
percent are planning or are in the process of launching
supply chain automation but are not successful by their
standards, while 10% need improvement—they intend to
invest, but they are currently behind in their industries.
Companies that manage modern supply chains do so across
multiple continents and time zones. Supply chain automation
is no longer a luxury, but a necessary investment to stay
competitive in the marketplace.

How would you rate your ability to keep track of
suppliers and identify the right ones for your business?
Superior – we use supply chain automation and it gives us
a leading edge in our industry
9%
Successful – we use supply chain automation and it is
sufficient to meet our goals
52%
Average – we are planning or launching supply chain
automation but we’re not successful by our standards
29%
Needs Improvement – we intend to invest in supply chain
automation, but we’re currently behind in our industry
10%
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The slow adoption of new and more efficient
technologies has become problematic as nontraditional competitors bring in automation with
greater efficiency, disrupting manufacturers’ and
distributors’ market participation. Among the
complex regulatory and macro-economic trends
noted in the study, non-traditional competitors (41%)
are the most widely acknowledged. About onethird of respondents (33%) claim tariffs are among
the challenging trends they face today.
Just over one-quarter (26%) say changing
demographics in the workforce is a struggle.
What complex regulatory and macro-economic trends
is your company facing today?
Non-traditional competitors
Tariffs

41%
33%

Changing demographics in the workforce
26%
Ecommerce

20%

Environmental Challenges
5%

“Nontraditional
competitors have
become more of a
factor. We see it. We
recognise it. And we’re
watching it very closely.
C-Suite Executive, Enterprise
Distributor, MDM

Non-traditional competitors, including Amazon
and other Ecommerce companies, pose the most
significant macro-economic challenge to traditional
firms because of their inherent digital-first
cultures. These non-traditional competitors adopt
and integrate new technologies more rapidly
than their long-established competitors, giving
them the advantage of agility. These companies
are also changing customer expectations for
a personalised online shopping experience, a
seamless ordering process and fast delivery.
To level the playing field, manufacturers and
distributors must have faster market response times.
They must enter new channels, adopt more datadriven technologies, and empower their current
decision-making processes with real-time insights.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN
DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER ECOMMERCE
Is Ecommerce increasing your likelihood
to go direct-to-consumer with your sales?
40% 	Yes
8% 	No; we do sell
online, but
Ecommerce is
not doing this
52% 	No; we do not
sell online, and
Ecommerce is
not doing this

“With Ecommerce sales,
there is an increase in
competition from start ups
and smaller entities, which
would not have been
possible in the case of
sole retail efforts.”
C-Suite Executive,
Mid-Market Distributor

Do you currently sell online?

36%

64%

Yes

No

Emerging Ecommerce trends are increasing
businesses’ connectivity to larger audiences and
influencing customer decisions through dynamic
content, predictive analytics, and personalisation.
Already, 20% of respondents claim Ecommerce is
a complex macro-economic trend with which they
struggle. This has become a competitive playing field
for B2B companies facing non-traditional competitors.
Ecommerce provides more accurate data
through on-site customer participation, allowing
for improved customer service and more seamless
customer experiences. One respondent notes that
changing demographics have provided manufacturers
and distributors with more opportunities to engage
with and draw insight from new and emerging buyers,
as the younger generations increasingly favour
Ecommerce over traditional buying. In fact, according
to Retail Dive, 52% of millennials buy online on a
weekly basis, and 47% say they buy online and pick up
in-store.
Ecommerce also provides an approachable means for
traditionally B2B companies to sell direct to
consumers; 40% of respondents claim Ecommerce is
increasing their likelihood to go direct-to-consumer
with their sales.
What’s more, over one-third of respondents (36%)
already sell online via Ecommerce. Respondents
representing this group of companies highlight the key
advantages to this method, such as increased cost
effectiveness and better product showcasing.
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Nonetheless, there is room for substantial
improvement. Sixty-four percent of companies claim
they are not currently selling online. In their January
2019 report, Landscape: The B2B Ecommerce
Playbook, Forrester estimates the US B2B
Ecommerce market alone to hit $1.8 trillion by 2023.
That’s a significant share of companies missing this
key opportunity.
Investing in Ecommerce technology and data
systems to support new channels will be integral as
more non-traditional competitors emerge and the
market gap between data-empowered firms and
legacy-dependent firms widens.
Another respondent claims customers prefer to
shop via Ecommerce because it places an almost
limitless range of products and services right at their
fingertips. Other highlights include:
• New, diversified revenue-generating channels
• Guaranteed services and delivery models
• Data-driven brand representation
• Faster, direct feedback from end customers
• More personal, meaningful, and memorable
relationships
• More circumstances and opportunities for sales
• Better production management in response to end
market trends
• Expanded, more customised inventory assortment
to meet consumer demand
• Guaranteed authenticity for consumers
• Better targeting and access to niche audiences

“Direct sales via Ecommerce
eliminate the need for middle
men that increase the final
price of the product. This
draws customers away
and forces them to choose
cheaper products.”

To take advantage of these benefits, manufacturers
and distributors must reassess their current sales
models. Breaking into direct-to-consumer sales
via Ecommerce may require new partnerships or
the implementation of new sales platforms, but
companies that abstain from this trend risk losing
customers to emerging organisations and other,
more progressive competitors.

Vice President, Finance,
Small- to Medium-Sized
Manufacturer
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LEVERAGING EXISTING
TECHNOLOGIES TO MANAGE
COMBINED RESPONSIBILITIES
How well does your existing technology
help manage the following key functions
in terms of visibility, oversight, and
involvement in decision making?
Poorly
Effectively

Needs Improvement
Exceptionally

Analytics
3%

47%

40%

10%

Auditing & Reporting
4%

32%

50%

14%

Business Strategy & Growth
4%

35%

49%

12%

Capital Allocation
6%

35%

51%

8%

Enterprise Resource Planning
6%

32%

54%

8%

Financial Processes
1% 27%

57%

15%

IT Infrastructure
6%

38%

50%

6%

Portfolio Management
10%

26%

55%

With easier access to data, CFOs and other financial
leaders must carry out more frequent product and
process improvements to remain competitive. They not
only must analyse their financial stability, but also track
the results of their decisions to make sure they are in
the interest of the finance department and the company.
Researchers asked respondents to share how well
their existing technologies help them manage their
combined responsibilities of decision making, visibility,
and oversight.
Among the key functions, 50% of respondents claim
analytics is in need of improvement (47%) or it does a
poor job altogether (3%).
In each case, a majority of respondents give positive
reviews of the remaining key functions. This includes
portfolio management (i.e. subsidiaries), auditing and
reporting, enterprise resource planning, supply chain
management, and business strategy and growth,
where at least 60% rated these key functions as
effective or exceptional.
More respondents rate their existing technology’s
support for managing financial processes as effective
(57%) or exceptional (15%) than they do with 10
other features measured in the study. Over 50% of
respondents rate capital allocation, IT infrastructure,
regulatory compliance, and risk assessment as
effective or exceptional as well, in each case.

9%

Regulatory Compliance
2%

40%

48%

10%

Risk Assessment
4%

43%

43%

10%

Supply Chain Management
2%

33%

56%

9%

“Demand is set to soar for distribution
centres that are the last touch on goods
before they reach the consumer. The
supply chain of the future, while more
complex, will be less expensive and more
efficient.”
C-Suite Executive, Mid-Market Distributor, Fortune
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Although some respondents believe their current
technology is serving them well, disparate and
legacy systems are still causing some to fall behind.
To scale effectively and remain competitive, CFOs
and other leaders will need a broad solution that
provides them with enhanced visibility.
As CFOs continue to take on more practical and
analytical responsibilities, they must also work to
foster a culture of data-driven decision making from
the C-suite down. The most effective way for CFOs
to facilitate this is to adopt a collaborative, cloudbased enterprise resource planning application that
enables the entire leadership team to manage the
organisation from a single location.

More than ever,
organisations are
recognis ing the
importance of upgrading
their technology
to leverage more
efficiencies and datadriven insights.

More than ever, organisations are recognising the
importance of upgrading their technology
to leverage more efficiencies and data-driven
insights. Nonetheless, many organisations must take
advantage of more opportunities to draw value from
their systems. By investing in the right technology
platform, organisations can leverage their systems
more effectively and mine the data they need to
drive company growth and success.
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SPOTLIGHT ON
ENTERPRISE
RESOURCE
PLANNING (ERP)
Most finance leaders use their existing ERP systems
to successfully manage their visibility, oversight, and
involvement in decision making. Still, 38% of companies
consider their ERP systems to be in need of improvement
or poor in this area. Meanwhile, 44% of companies plan
to invest in a 100% cloud-based integrated platform to
improve their decision making, but have not yet achieved
their goals. How are finance leaders planning to mitigate
these shortcomings across the industry; and how do
integrated, cloud-based ERP functionalities play a role?

“The cloud is where we need to move forward,
and not just for ERP... cloud service providers
do a better job than we can with out limited
resources in-house. Our resources can be put
to better use by focusing on the business.”
CFO, Mid-Market Distributor, CFO Innovation

“Not all data is created equally...
the modern CFO also needs
to be a storyteller in the sense
of helping management and
employees understand the
direction of the company and the
measurement of success.”
CFO, Enterprise Organisation, Forbes

“We lease everything and we have employees
in different locations so we’re all able to get on
and see the same data and determine what to
watch and how to react.“
CEO, Mid-Market Manufacturer, MDE Magazine
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CONCLUSION
Has your company considered investing
in a true cloud-based, integrated platform
as a solution to the problem areas you
identified with your existing technology?
6% 	Yes, and we
have already
adopted one
successfully
22% 	Yes, and we
are actively
engaged in
adoption
22% 	Yes, and we
are exploring
opportunities
for adoption
16% 	Yes, but we
haven’t started
a formal
process for
adoption
24% 	No, but we are
interested in
new technology
solutions to
help with these
pain points in
general
10% 	No, we don’t
think this will
help us with our
pain points

As we’ve seen, the vast majority of financial
leaders acknowledge their access to data and
subsequent decision making have improved.
They’ve achieved greater or direct oversight and
influence over decision-making processes as well.
Respondents also identify financing and adopting
new data platforms as growing responsibilities.
While a slight disconnect exists between some
financial leaders and technology adoption
decisions, they have identified next-generation
cloud technology adoption as a clear pathway to
resolving key pain points highlighted in the study.
The majority of companies are on track for cloudbased, integrated platform adoption. Already, 28%
of organisations have either successfully adopted
these technologies as solutions to their individual
pain points (6%) or they are actively engaged in
doing so. Twenty-two percent more are exploring
opportunities for adoption, and 16% are interested,
without any formal plans.
Very few respondents don’t believe a 100% cloudbased, integrated platform will help them with
their pain points (10%).
As one respondent observes, ‘the new workforce
believes in innovation.’ Developing strategic and
financial plans to leverage those capabilities
is their greatest emerging challenge. But data
access will continue to support a majority of
financial leaders in terms of visibility, oversight,
and involvement in decision making. Connecting
financial leadership with these technologies will
only increase the direct, successful interactions
with departments and personnel which drive
business forward.
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